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COMMENT
THE ORIGIN OF THE SACCO-VANZETTI CASE
TOM O'CONNOR*
SACcO-VANZETTi: THE MURDER AND THE MYTH. By Robert H. Mont-
gomery. New York: Devin-Adair Co., 1960. Pp. 370.
For the first time in the thirty-three years since Sacco and Van-
zetti were executed, on August 23, 1927, there has appeared an
apologia for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The work bears
the title: Sacco-Vanzetti: The Murder and the Myth. The author is
Robert H. Montgomery, a Harvard Law School graduate (1912) and
a corporation lawyer in Boston for nearly fifty years. His clients
include textile mills, such as the American Woolen Company (center
of the famous Lawrence Strike of 1911), New England Telephone &
Telegraph Co., and large electric power interests. The approach
of Attorney Montgomery to the Sacco-Vanzetti case can be
gauged from his political and social philosophy, suggested by
his half-century of absorption in the affairs of large corporations. Since
the author obviously considers himself the ultimate authority on the
case, it is curious that the book should end on a note of despair:
"The truth is mighty, but it will not prevail against a Great Lie,
and the Sacco-Vanzetti Myth is the greatest lie of them all."'
For all of the elaborate machinery of justice utilized in the case:
the jury trials; the approval, by the Supreme Judicial Court of
Massachusetts, of Judge Webster Thayer's rulings and his behavior;
the review by Governor Fuller; the rulings of various judges of
federal courts (some 14 judges were said to have been involved in
the case); and the investigation by the Governor's Advisory Commit-
tee, headed by President Lowell of Harvard--despite all this, the
consensus of informed opinion throughout the world is that somehow
justice foundered in the Sacco-Vanzetti case.
* Mr. O'Connor became interested in the Sacco-Vanzetti case during the
1920's, when he was a reporter for the State House News Service in Massa-
chusetts. His interest ripened into an independent investigation, which he
commenced in 1926 and which has brought him into correspondence with
many other students of this famous case, including Upton Sinclair and Justice
Michael Musmanno. At the present time, Mr. O'Connor is serving as Secre-
tary of the Committee for the Vindication of Sacco and Vanzetti. He is also
aiding in the preparation of the manuscript of a book, soon to be published, by
Francis Russell, tentatively entitled Tragedy in Dedham: The Story of the
Sacco-Vanzetti Case.
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Perhaps Attorney Montgomery's principal contribution is his
analysis of the Madeiros Confession, which occupies some fifty pages.2
The author's thesis is that this confession, which was supposed to
implicate in the South Braintree crime the so-called Morelli gang of
Providence, falls apart under close examination. The three chapters
devoted to the episode of the Madeiros Confession constitute something
of a challenge to Attorney Herbert B. Ehrmann, who was assistant to
William G. Thompson, chief defense counsel, in 1926 and 1927, and
who devoted himself almost exclusively to the investigation of the
Madeiros Confession and its ramifications. Attorney Ehrmann's re-
sulting book, The Untried Case, first published in 1933, and re-issued
in 1960, has received wide attention.
However, the issues raised in the Sacco-Vanzetti case are not to
be disposed of by the fate of confessions. Those issues remain: Were
Sacco and Vanzetti guilty of the South Braintree holdup? Was
Vanzetti guilty of the Bridgewater holdup? Did they receive a fair
trial? Was Judge Thayer justified in rejecting the several motions
for a new trial? Was the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court
justified in rejecting all appeals, in upholding Judge Thayer and
in denying a new trial? Were Governor Fuller and the Advisory
Committee competent, thorough, and unprejudiced in their investiga-
tions? Were the processes of justice frustrated because of the hysteria
of the time?
The Author's Premises
The cherished hope of many a lawyer in a court battle is that
the premises he sets up will go unnoticed or unchallenged. For, once
a premise is granted, the links of a chain of logic are forged into an
unbreakable ring. Yet it was an Oxford don who neatly undermined
the awesome edifice of logic with the remark: "Logic is neither a
science nor an art; it is a dodge." If the reader of Attorney Mont-
gomery's book will but accept a basic premise blandly put forth-
namely, that the wave of public excitement over radicals had vanished
when Sacco and Vanzetti were on trial3-and another premise-that
the radicalism of the defendants was not harped upon by the
prosecution, but, indeed, was injected into the case by the defense4-
then, of course, the guileless reader will be inclined to accept the
author's assertion that the lies told by Sacco and Vanzetti when
they were questioned after their arrest could mean only one thing,
namely, that they were trying to cover up the South Braintree holdup
and the Bridgewater holdup.5 This was the famous "consciousness of
2. Id. at 237-88 [chs. 27-29].
3. Id. at 323-29.
4. Id. at 156-67.
5. Id. at 123-30, 343-44.
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guilt" theory-so much dwelt upon by Katzmann, the prosecutor,
at the Dedham trial, and by Judge Thayer in his charge to the jury.
But the wave of hysteria had not subsided. This is dealt with in
a later section of this review, concerning the issue of Radicalism in
the Dedham trial.
Still another premise of the author is that there was nothing in
the files of the U. S. Department of Justice that would support the
contention of defense counsel that Sacco and Vanzetti and their
comrades, members of the Galleani group of anarchists, were hunted
men-hunted by agents and under-cover men of the Department of
Justice.
6
When the writer visited Vanzetti at Charlestown State Prison, in
August 1926, he posed this question to Vanzetti: "Here you are trying
to hide from the Federal police, and yet at the same time you arrange
this public meeting on account of Salsedo." (Andrea Salsedo, a
Galleani anarchist held prisoner with Robert Elia in the offices of the
Department of Justice, in the Park Row Building, New York City,
jumped from the 14th floor to his death on May 3, 1920.)
Vanzetti replied: "It is an evil to be arrested; but it is a greater
evil to desert the comrade."
It is simply preposterous to say that radicalism played no part
in the alleged "consciousness of guilt" displayed by Sacco and Van-
zetti; in the building up of the case against them; in the trial of
Vanzetti at Plymouth; in the Dedham trial; and in subsequent pro-
ceedings.
Attorney Montgomery asserts: "It is impossible to believe that
there was anything in the files [of the Department of Justice] which
would have helped the defendants in the murder case or that At-
torney-General Sargent or Acting Attorney-General Farnum would
have concealed, or conspired with anyone, to conceal relevant
evidence."
7
However much it suits the author to accept this thesis, the fact
remains that the files of the Department of Justice did contain ma-
terial relating to the various members of the Galleani group of
anarchists, including Sacco and Vanzetti.
The writer of this review was identified with the drive made by
the Citizens' National Committee for Sacco and Vanzetti, hastily
organized in the last weeks of the case. The principal objective
was to force open the files. As Attorney Montgomery relates, Michael
A. Musmanno, then a young lawyer from Pittsburgh and now a
justice of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, journeyed to Washington
6. Id. at 330-34.,
7. Id. at 334.
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and pleaded in vain with Acting Attorney-General Farnum to open
the files. The author goes on: "After Musmanno's visit to Farnum,
the next step was taken by a committee of three: Arthur Garfield
Hays, Francis Fisher Kane, and Frank P. Walsh. As representatives
of the Sacco-Vanzetti Citizens' Committee, they went to Ludlow,
Vermont and saw Attorney-General Sargent, who was then on vaca-
tion. Sargent referred them to Acting Attorney-General Farnum."
On Sunday morning, August 21, one day before the execution, the
three Sacco-Vanzetti lawyers named had a long interview with
Farnum, who later released a statement to the press, in which he said:
"I stated that I had been informed, after a thorough and recent
re-examination of the files at Washington, New York and Boston,
that they contained no evidence tending to establish the guilt or
innocence of Sacco and Vanzetti." However, Farnum was presump-
tuous; he did not understand the case. He knew nothing about the
issues at the trial. It was not for him, or others in the department,
to pass judgment upon the relevance of material in the files relating
to Sacco and Vanzetti or to Galleani anarchists generally.
The clamor to open the files was so intense that finally, in the
afternoon of August 22, with the execution scheduled for midnight,
the Boston Traveler carried a dispatch from Washington, sent by Bill
Gavin, its Washington correspondent, quoting an unnamed source in
the Department of Justice as stating that the names of Sacco and
Vanzetti were in the files as subscribers to Galleani's publication,
Cronaca Sovversiva. This alone branded them as members of the
Galleani group, who were at war with Attorney-General A. Mitchell
Palmer-a war which reached its climax with the arrest of Galleani
in March 1919 and the bomb outrages which followed, believed by
agents of the department to be the work of Galleani anarchists,
striking back at the arrest and deportation of their leader. Luigi
Galleani was deported on June 3, 1919.
Had this information, forced out of the Department of Justice a
few hours before the execution, been established during the trial,
it would have destroyed the contention of the prosecution-supported
by Judge Thayer and later by Governor Fuller and the Advisory
Committee-that the lies and suspicious behavior of Sacco and Van-
zetti at the time of their arrest and while under questioning by
Police Chief Michael E. Stewart (with his anarchist "catechism") and
District Attorney Katzmann, could only be due to one thing, namely,
their connection with both the Bridgewater and South Braintree
crimes.
The much-discussed prejudice of Judge Thayer revealed itself both
in certain developments at the Dedham trial, and in the years follow-
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ing, according to affidavits of several responsible witnesses, including
Professor Richardson of Dartmouth, a fellow alumnus of Judge
Thayer. This phase of the case has been dealt with thoroughly by
Justice Michael A. Musmanno of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
in a masterly review of the Montgomery book which appeared at page
651 of the March, 1961 issue of the University of Pittsburgh Law
Review.
So much for "premises."
The Arrest
However adept Attorney Montgomery may be in his handling of
this or that phase of the case, in suppressing and distorting informa-
tion, so that the unwary, the uninformed, runs the risk of being
taken in, what is lacking in this pretentious book is the answer to a
simple, yet all-important, question-a question that, it seems, only the
ignorant would ask, namely: Why were Sacco and Vanzetti arrested
in the first place?
It is a curious circumstance that the reader will not only look in
vain for the answer in the book under review; he can wade through
the entire six volumes of the transcript of the record of the case,
and, indeed, most of the numerous books and articles written about
the case, and still fail to find the answer to this question. Yet it is
of fundamental importance. Some wit has remarked, "It is only
the obvious that is overlooked."
Attorney Montgomery's explanation of the origin of the case, found
in Chapter One, "The Arrest," occupies but two pages; it is wholly
inadequate and leaves the inquirer frustrated. Yet, making allowance
for the mis-handling of the developments, even in this limited space,
it is obvious that Attorney Montgomery recognizes that Chief Stewart
of Bridgewater was the instigator of the Sacco-Vanzetti case.
So fundamental to an understanding of the case is the origin-
almost lost in obscurity, and neglected with such fateful consequences
that it deserves an entire book., Such a book would start with the
arrest of one Ferruchio Coacci, a Galleani anarchist, in 1918, by Chief
Stewart at the instance of the Division of Immigration of the U. S.
Department of Labor; and it would end with the release, on May 12,
1920, of one Ricardo Orciani, a Galleani anarchist, who had been
arrested on May 6, 1920, the day following the arrest of Sacco and
Vanzetti. The release of Orciani, which came more than a year be-
fore the Dedham trial, marked the collapse of Chief Stewart's theory.
Yet, ironically, that theory remained the foundation of the case, due
to the fact that in the early years, and down to the entrance of William
G. Thompson as defense counsel, the Sacco-Vanzetti defense was mis-
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led by the conviction, or fixation, that Sacco and Vanzetti were
arrested in a frame-up; that the arrest was the result of collusion
between agents of the Department of Justice and the local police.
The incidents which were to develop into Chief Stewart's theory
were uncovered by the writer in the spring and summer of 1926. To
the information then secured was later added an item from the Pink-
erton report on the Bridgewater holdup. The existence of this report,
covering the period, December 24, 1919 to January 8, 1920, was un-
known until the writer discovered it in September 1926. And it was
not until June 1927 that a copy of the Pinkerton report on Bridge-
water was secured by Attorney Thompson. So important was this
long-buried report that Thompson, on June 15, 1927, wrote Governor
Fuller a 33-page letter, and offered to supply a copy of the report.
No answer to this, or to a supplementary letter, was received. Indeed,
Thompson's letter was not even shown to Governor Fuller by his
private secretary, one Herman A. MacDonald, who was reported to
have brushed it off with the remark: "Only a lot of stuff about a
cropped moustache."
Incidentally, the Pinkerton report on South Braintree, covering
the period from April 15 to May 13, 1920, was likewise buried for
years, its existence unknown to the defense, until sometime in May,
1926, when the writer alerted Thompson as to its existence, remark-
ing that it would likely be in the files of the Travelers Insurance
Company, which insured the payroll of the shoe factory whose guard
and paymaster were shot and killed while carrying the payroll.
Presented in the barest skeleton form, the developments of Chief
Stewart's theory were as follows:
(a) Chief Stewart's reaction to the news of the Bridgewater holdup
was that it was the work of "Russians." On the night of December
24 he remarked to the Pinkerton agent that he believed the holdup
to be the work of "an out-of-town band of Russians." The report
adds: "He said that there are a lot of Reds and Bolsheviks about
town."1
(b) On January 3, 1920, Stewart, with State District Police officer
Brouilliard and Pinkerton agent Henry Hellyer (the "H. H." of the
Pinkerton reports on Bridgewater and South Braintree), confronted
one Carmine A. Barasso (alias C. A. Barr) at his home in Brighton,
a section on the outskirts of Boston, adjacent to the noisome Brighton
abbatoir. According to the Pinkerton report, "Barr related a rambling
statement about a machine that he had invented which could detect
who had committed a crime, no matter where it was committed. He
stated that one Mrs. Vetilia of ... had looked into the machine and
E[VoL.. 14
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saw the holdup happening and saw the men plainly but did not know
who they were." In an earlier report by a Pinkerton agent, Barasso,
then unnamed, but described by an informant (undercover man),
was reported to have said that the Bridgewater holdup was the work
of "Italian anarchists."
(c) On April 15, 1920 came the South Braintree holdup. Instantly
Chief Stewart suspected that the abortive Bridgewater holdup and
the South Braintree holdup were the work of the same gang.
(d) On the same day the bond of Ferruchio Coacci, arrested by
Chief Stewart in 1918 as an anarchist, was due to expire, and Coacci
was expected to present himself at the Immigration Division offices.
He did not appear and his bondsman was notified.
(e) The crucial incident in the development of Chief Stewart's
theory came on the night of April 16, when Immigration Inspector
Root of Boston came down to Bridgewater to look up Coacci. Chief
Stewart directed Officer LeBarron to help Root locate Coacci. As it
turned out, according to Chief Stewart's version of the incident,
although Inspector Root was loath to take Coacci away that night,
Coacci, whose simple luggage was packed, "insisted" on going with
the Immigration inspector. According to Chief Stewart, the Sacco-
Vanzetti case was "born" that night. As he sat there musing in his
little office, something happened. "I've got it," he said; "Coacci!" In
one blinding flash Chief Stewart "solved" both the Bridgewater
holdup and the South Braintree robbery and murders. On a visit
to Chief Stewart at his home in Scituate on May 29, 1927, the writer
obtained confirmation of what he had uncovered concerning the origin
of the case. In the course of Chief Stewart's recital, he recalled
that when he joined the group of police officers and others who viewed
the supposed bandit car, a Buick, found in the Manley Woods, West
Bridgewater, on April 17, two days after the South Braintree holdup,
he had declared to the gathering: "The men who did this job knew
no God."
Chief Stewart's statement was essentially the same then as his
utterance some 25 years later, quoted by Edward B. Simmons, a
reporter for the New Bedford Standard-Times, who interviewed
Stewart for a feature article which appeared on August 23, 1952, the
25th anniversary of the execution. Following are brief excerpts from
that article:
"Something hit me," said the chief, leaning forward in the living-room
chair, "the dates involved, the bond, and the phony illness."




"In my own mind I believe that the men who committed that atrocious
crime knew no God and had no regard for human life. Anarchists fit that
bill and Sacco and Vanzetti were anarchists."
We have seen the effect upon Chief Stewart of the hysteria of the
times against alien radicals, and of his own association with the
Immigration Division in the arrest of Italian anarchists. He had
rounded up, in 1918, not only Ferruchio Coacci, but five other Italian
radicals; and on January 2, 1920 at midnight, he had escorted a group
of Department of Justice agents who descended on Bridgewater in
the nation-wide raids to round up suspected alien radicals.
Under these circumstances, it was not at all remarkable that "some-
thing" should occur to the chief which would link the Braintree
robbery with the anarchist movement. It is no more surprising that
once this theory had occurred to Stewart, he would tend to view
the facts of the case in a way favorable to such a theory. Indeed, it
would seem that by this time it was more than a theory; it was a
deeply held, sincere conviction which has remained alive in Stewart's
mind down the years.
Under Chief Stewart's theory, when it became full-blown, the
members of the holdup gang were Coacci and other anarchists, as
yet unknown to Stewart. Presently he learned that one Mika Boda, an
anarchist, lived at the Coacci house in West Bridgewater, and owned
an old Overland car. The car had, on April 19, been towed down to
the Elm Square Garage of Simon Johnson, by Samuel Johnson,
Simon's brother. After being informed of this, Stewart made prepara-
tions to apprehend Boda and whoever should appear with him to pick
up the car, when repaired.
When Boda and Orciani, on Orciani's motor-cycle, along with Sacco
and Vanzetti, who had come by streetcar, appeared at the Johnson
garage and, finding it closed, next at the Johnson house, on the night
of May 5, 1920, they stepped into Chief Stewart's preparations. Since
all four were anarchists, Stewart felt his theory had been confirmed.
Incredible as it may seem, the great Sacco-Vanzetti case had its origin
in this fantastic theory, founded, really, on an hallucination. It
reminds one of the origin of the Salem Witchcraft cases, which began
with the hysterical tales of the West Indian servant, Tituba, enter-
taining children of the neighborhood in the house of the Rev. Mr.
Parris in Danvers.
On April 10, 1960, the Boston Sunday Globe carried an extensive
interview with Chief Stewart, in which he elaborated on the back-
ground of the case, giving essentially the particulars related above.
The writer, in the course of his appearance as a witness before
Governor Fuller in July 1927, and through other sources, learned
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that Chief Stewart was adviser to Governor Fuller and the Advisory
Committee. When Attorney Montgomery was at work upon his book,
in company with Justice Harold P. Williams of the Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court (during the trial Williams was assistant to
Katzmann in the prosecution) Chief Stewart took Attorney Mont-
gomery and Justice Williams on a tour of the Bridgewater and South
Braintree areas.
The complete falsity of the Stewart theory can be seen from the
following. According to the theory, both the Bridgewater and South
Braintree holdups were the work of the same gang, all of them
anarchists. The members of this gang, according to Stewart, were:
Coacci, Boda, Orciani, Sacco and Vanzetti. The Bridgewater holdup
gang consisted of four men. Although only Vanzetti was tried on the
Bridgewater holdup, Chief Stewart, Governor Fuller and President
Lowell were "convinced" that all four members of the gang were in
the group whose leader, Stewart asserted, was Coacci.
The South Braintree holdup gang consisted of five men, and again
Stewart, Governor Fuller and President Lowell were -"convinced" that
the five were: Coacci, Boda, Orciani, Sacco and Vanzetti. Yet only
Sacco and Vanzetti were indicted and tried for the South Braintree
crime. Orciani, although arrested on May 6, was released'on May 12
because of an ironclad time-card alibi, despite "positive" identification
as one of the gang in both holdups, lies, "consciousness of guilt" and
the possession of a revolver.
As evidence of the fixafion which possessed Chief Stewart, only
within the last year, when interviewed by Francis Russell, who is at
work on a book dealing with the case, Stewart asserted that Orciani
was the man who shot Berardelli and that he handed Berardelli's
revolver to Vanzetti. However, there was evidence that Berardelli
had left his revolver for repair at a firearms store in Boston, and no
evidence that he had reclaimed it or that he displayed a revolver in
the shooting.
The Stewart theory had become a fixation, now shared by Governor
Fuller and the Advisory Committee as no doubt it had been adopted
by Judge Thayer. To admit its falsity would spell the collapse of the
entire case.
As a final commentary on the credibility of the Stewart thebry
based on Coacci and the Coacci barn-where, according to Stewart,
the Buick was stored-we submit the following:'
(1) On its tour of the South Braintree district, the jury, at the
outset of the Dedham trial, was taken to West Bridgewater and




(2) Examination of the Transcript of the Record which includes
both the Plymouth and the Dedham trials reveals that Coacci's name
appears on eleven pages.
(3) One Ensher, a neighbor, who had been put on the stand by the
prosecution at the Dedham trial to testify that he had seen a Buick
at the Coacci house, was suspended and did not resume the stand;
this at the instance of Judge Thayer.
(4) At the conclusion of the Dedham trial, attorney McAnarney for
the defense received permission to have the jury disregard all
reference to the Coacci barn. This appears in volume II of the Record
.at page 2265. The damage, however, had been done.
The Plymouth Trial
As if the case were not already sufficiently complex and confusing,
in October 1928-more than a year after the execution of Sacco and
Vanzetti-there came a "confession" as to the Bridgewater holdup,
for which Vanzetti had been tried and convicted in July 1920. On
October 31, 1928 the Outlook and Independent published a sensational
article headed "Vanzetti Was Innocent." The article was prepared
by Silas Bent, a well-known journalist, in collaboration with one Jack
Callahan, a reformed bank burglar, who had become a journalist of
sorts and had written an autobiography, Man's Grim Justice. The
article contained the confession of one Frank Silva, alias Martini,
that he had been the leader of the real holdup gang at Bridgewater.
In investigating the Bridgewater holdup, Bent and Callahan came
to Boston and hunted up one Jimmy Mede,8 who had been identified
with the Sacco-Vanzetti defense earlier in the case. It appears that
when Mede was in- Charlestown State Prison in 1919, he managed to
contact Fred H. Moore, chief defense counsel, and told a story that
a fellow prisoner, whom he named, had revealed the truth about
the Bridgewater holdup, clearing Sacco and Vanzetti. Further, Mede
disclosed that in 1917 he himself had planned a holdup of the same
Bridgewater shoe plant, but his plan was given. up. After that he
became involved in a payroll holdup in Cambridge and went to
Charlestown State Prison. Later, after Mede's term expired, he
turned up as a paid investigator for Attorney Moore.
The Silva (Martini) confession as to the Bridgewater holdup, in
the Outlook and Independent, is branded by Attorney Montgomery
as an obvious concoction.9 The present writer doubts that the Silva
(Martini) confession represents the real truth about the Bridgewater
affair, but to deal with it at any length in this review would be to
8. Id. at 59-60.
9. Id. at 44-60.
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become beguiled into a fruitless quest by a "red herring across the
trail."
As with the South Braintree case, the guilt or innocence of Vanzetti
in the Bridgewater case does not stand or fall on "confessions." For the
purposes of this review, they are irrelevant. It would matter not in the
least were both the Silva (Martini) confession as to Bridgewater and
the Madeiros confession as to South Braintree to be proved false. The
Sacco-Vanzetti case reminds one of a mighty cataract that roars
along, carrying in its wake all kinds of, debris. In another 'sense it
might be said to have evolved into a permanent work of art.
In discussing the trial of Vanzetti at Plymouth, Attorney Mont-
gomery deals with four main elements:
(1) Identification testimony: the witnesses who "positively" identi-
fied Vanzetti.10
(2) Alibi witnesses, including several of the numerous customers
who had bought eels from Vanzetti, for Christmas Eve, and of
Vanzetti's thirteen-year-old helper, Beltrando Brini, on that fateful
morning, December 24, 1919.11
(3) The failure of Vanzetti to take the stand in his own defense.12
(4) The automobile used by the bandits, claimed by the prosecu-
tion to be the Buick found in the Manley Woods, West Bridgewater,
on April 17 (two days after the South Braintree holdup).
Identifications
The key witnesses of the Bridgewater holdup were the three men




and Harding, a garage mechanic, who was a bystander and who wrote
down the number plate on the holdup car.
The following is a summary of the salient points in the descriptions
of "the man with the shotgun" (held by the prosecution to be Van-
zetti), given to the Pinkerton agent in the afternoon of the holdup,
as compared with the testimony of three of these four witnesses at
the Plymouth trial. (Graves, the chauffeur, had died before the
trial.) The Pinkerton report appears in The Sacco-Vanzetti Case-
Supplemental Volume-Bridgewater Case (6th vol.), New York: Holt,
1929. (See pp. 363-94).
10. Id. at 16-19.
11. Id. at 23-24.
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The following is a summary of the descriptions given to the Pinker-
ton agent, in the afternoon of the holdup, by the three men on the
payroll truck and certain other witnesses.
Graves, chauffeur: "I was then close to the rear of the car. I
saw three men pile out of this dark Hudson car and walk toward us.
One had a shotgun and the other two had revolvers."
Bowles, special officer: "On nearing Hale Street I saw a black
touring car at the corner of Broad Street and saw three men pile out
of it and come toward us .... "
Cox, paymaster: "I saw only two men and noticed a big dark auto
standing on Hale Street at the corner of Broad Street."
Danforth, a bystander: "[L]ater I saw this man get into a big
black auto ... and speed away down Hale Street."
Harding, garage mechanic: "I saw a black Hudson # 6 auto
standing with the front wheels on Hale Street and the rear wheels
on Broad Street .... It was a 7-passenger affair, bearing Massachu-
setts No. 01173C .... I saw only three men get into this Hudson car."
Miss Perkins: "I think it was black in color. It had a dealer's
number on it, with a zero as the first number."
On December 26 Chief of Police MacKenzie of Needham, learning
that the number plate seen on the holdup car in Bridgewater had
been taken from a Needham garage, recalled that a Buick had been
stolen in Needham on November 22. He revealed to Chief Stewart
and State police officer Brouiliard his suspicion that the Buick "may
be the one the bandits had." (The Buick was blue-black in color).
However, at this time Chief MacKenzie was unaware that in the
afternoon of the holdup the Pinkerton agent had secured from the
three men on the payroll truck and Harding, the garage mechanic, a
description of the bandit car as "a big black car"; and that Graves,
the chauffeur, and Harding, the garage mechanic, had identified this
car as a Hudson.
Since the defense counsel apparently were unaware of the existence
of the Pinkerton report, and since the report, which was certainly
known to Chief Stewart, was suppressed by the prosecution, it follows
that a fraud was perpetrated upon Judge Thayer and the jury at the
Plymouth trial. For, had the Pinkerton report been made available
to the defense; had Henry Hellyer and the other Pinkerton agents
been summoned and placed on the stand, the case against Vanzetti
would have collapsed.
At the Plymouth trial, Katzmann, the prosecutor, unable to break
down the alibi witnesses, most of whom were Italian immigrants and
1961]
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had to speak through an interpreter, remarked to the jury: "These
people stand together." As to the Brini boy, whose story Katzmann
could not shake, the prosecutor's explanation was that the boy had
been drilled in the story by his father; had learned his part by heart.13
The failure of Vanzetti to take the stand is cited by Montgomery
as virtual proof of his guilt. Yet in the same paragraph he says,
"This [not to take the stand] was his right and the jury was told
that they must not infer guilt from his failure to testify."' 4 In view
of this stricture by Judge Thayer, neither Attorney Montgomery nor
anyone else who writes about the Sacco-Vanzetti case, can fairly
infer either guilt or innocence from Vanzetti's failure to take the
stand.
In his account of the Bridgewater case (Plymouth Trial and Back-
ground), Vanzetti asserted that he wanted to take the stand, but
that his lawyer, John P. Vahey of Plymouth, whom Vanzetti branded
as incompetent, and worse, forbade him to take the stand. Attorney
Montgomery quoted James M. Graham, who was associated with
Vahey in the trial, as recalling that in a conference of Vahey and
Graham with Vanzetti in jail, they left it to Vanzetti to decide
whether or not to take the stand.15
The fact that both Vahey and Graham were dropped as defense
counsel after Vanzetti's conviction indicates Vanzetti's distrust of
both. The writer recalls that in 1930 one of these two lawyers was
said by the late Attorney William J. Callahan-who remained as one
of the defense lawyers throughout (he had been the first lawyer to
enter the case for the defense)-to have suggested to him, soon
after his entry into the case: "Get Sacco to tell you where the money
is buried and the three of us will split it."
The Dedham Trial
In the chapter "The Dedham Jury"' 6 Attorney Montgomery, dealing
with "Conditions in the Courtroom" and "Patriotism in the Court-
room," seeks to make light of the influence of radicalism. However,
this cannot be dismissed. The following array of evidence of con-
ditions in the courtroom and in the general community is taken from
the Defendants' Brief, filed with the Advisory Committee following
the close of the committee's sessions, on July 25, 1927.
B. The circumstances surrounding this trial, both those inside the court
house and outside the court house, made a fair trial impossible.
a) This was the time when the crusade of A. Mitchell Palmer and the
13. Id. at 23.
14. Id. at 35.
15. Id. at 39-40.
16. Id. at 82.
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Federal Department of Justice against the so-called Reds was at its
height. We refer to the findings of fact and opinion of Judge Anderson in
Collyer v. Skefflngton, 265 Fed. 17; to the book of Mr. Post (Deportations
Delirium of 1920) and to the remarks of Judge Hughes, quoted in our
last brief before the Supreme Judicial Court; to the Report of the
Twelve Lawyers; to the affidavit of Elia; to the testimony before the
Committee of the Marchese A. Ferrante, Arthur D. Hill, the two
McAnarneys, Mrs. Sacco, George Woodbury, Lincoln Wadsworth, and the
testimony of Mr. Katzmann about Federal agents watching Sacco and
Vanzetti meetings; and to the extracts from the Boston American.
b) It is incredible that the jury or some members of it were not aware
of the agitation against the Reds.
c) The extraordinary precautions taken at the court house must have
impressed the jury with the idea that Sacco and Vanzetti were regarded
as dangerous men, belonging to a class that would resort to violence in
their behalf. We refer to the testimony of the McAnarneys, Sibley and
Mr. Thompson, and the extracts from the Boston American.
d) If the jury did not know before the evidence went in, they soon
learned from the mouths of Sacco and Vanzetti themselves, and from
the advertisement taken from Sacco's pocket, that Sacco and Vanzetti
belonged to a class of men whom the Federal agents had been deporting
as dangerous to the country, and against whom the military precautions
at the court house had been thought necessary. This would prevent a
calm consideration of the case by the jury.
Ballistics Evidence
In Chapter 10, "Sacco's Pistol and the Fatal Bullet," Attorney
Montgomery attempts to justify the identification of the No. 3 bullet,
termed the fatal bullet, taken from the body of Berardelli, as having
come from the .32 calibre Colt revolver found on Sacco.
To this end, the author cites the testimony of Capt. Charles J. Van
Amburgh, a ballistics expert for the government at the Dedham
trial, and of Major Calvin H. Goddard, a ballistics expert who came
forward in June 1927 and was allowed to examine the No. 3 bullet by
means of his comparison microscope.
In 1924 Capt. Van Amburgh, in the case of State v. Israel, was
discredited as a ballistics expert. In this case, one Father Dahme, a
Catholic priest in Bridgeport, was shot from behind and killed while
taking his customary stroll one evening on Main Street. A week
later, in Norwalk, Harold F. Israel an ex-serviceman, who was
carrying a revolver, was arrested and subsequently charged with the
murder of Father Dahme. The principal evidence against Israel,
when he was bound over for trial, was the finding of Capt. Van
Amburgh, then ballistics expert for the Massachusetts Department of
Public Safety, that the bullet taken from the head of Father Dahme
had come from Israel's revolver.
The prosecuting attorney was Homer Cummings, later to become
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Attorney-General of the United States under President Roosevelt.
Cummings made a personal investigation. More, he retained six
ballistics experts. As Cummings later revealed, in an exhaustive re-
view of the case before Judge Maltbie of the Connecticut Superior
Court, all six experts concurred in the finding that the bullet had
not and could not have come from Israel's revolver. He went on to
discredit the so-called eye-witnesses who had identified Israel. Judge
Maltbie granted Cummings' permission to enter a nolle and Israel was
set free.
Had the Israel case occurred before the trial of Sacco and Van-
zetti it could have been used to discredit Capt. Van Amburgh's
testimony. Indeed, had the Israel case been known to the Sacco-
Vanzetti defense at any time during the three years between the
spring of 1924, when Israel was released, and the filing of what
proved to be the final appeal to the Supreme Judicial Court of
Massachusetts, in January 1927 it could have been used to discredit
Van Amburgh as an expert witness for the prosecution and justify a
new trial.
Attorney Montgomery next cited the episode of the intervention
into the case by Major Calvin H. Goddard, another ballistics expert.
It appears that at the instance of a newspaper man (one Crawford)
of the New York World, the prosecution allowed Major Goddard to
examine the No. 3 bullet by means of his comparison microscope.
After the tests, on June 3, 1927, Major Goddard wrote a letter to
Governor Fuller, which was copied in the Boston Evening Transcript
of August 8, 1927. Despite Governor Fuller's disclaimer that he was
influenced by Major Goddard's report, there can be no doubt that the
report fortified him in his decision. In summarizing his findings,
Major Goddard held that the so-called fatal bullet "was fired through
the Sacco pistol and could have been fired through no other."17
As in the case of Capt. Van Amburgh, Major Goddard was later
to be deflated as an expert. In this case it was a murder in Cleveland,
Ohio in the Fall of 1927.
The following excerpts are cited from an article in The Nation for
December 7, 1927, headed "A Sacco Revolver Expert Revealed."
On October 8 last a bootlegger by the name of ... Yorkell was mur-
dered in Cleveland. A few weeks later Frank Milazzo was arrested with
a revolver in his possession. A detective sergeant ... reported his belief
that the weapon was the one used in the killing of Yorkell. The revolver
was thereupon sent to an expert in New York City, together with bullets
taken from the dead man. The expert found that the bullets had been
fired from the revolver, upon learning which the Cleveland police charged
Milazzo with the murder of Yorkell.
17. Id. at 106.
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Milazzo presumably would have gone to trial and might have been
convicted, but the Cleveland News suddenly confounded the police with
the information that the revolver in question had not been sold until
November 3, nearly a month after the murder. This statement was con-
firmed by the records of the manufacturer and the retail dealer (and)
the murder charge against Milazzo was dropped...
[T]he facts become immensely more significant when it is known who
the revolver expert is. He is Major Calvin H. Goddard, a former military
man, who, last Summer announced that he had determined by new and
positive tests the guilt of Nicola Sacco .... Major Goddard conducted his
tests on June 3 last and communicated the result to Governor Fuller and
his Advisory Committee. . . .Then, on August 10, they received wide
circulation in the newspapers and must have had appreciable effect in
confirming public opinion on the side of the Lowell report.
The "Star Witness": Mary E. Splaine
In the chapter "The Eyewitnesses"' 8 Attorney Montgomery features
Lillian [sic] E. Splaine, meaning Mary E. Splaine, who was referred
to in retrospect by some reporters as the "prima donna" of 'the
cast organized by the prosecution.
The following is an excerpt from Montgomery's account of Mary
Splaine's testimony:
Lillian E. Splaine, a bookkeeper employed by Slater & Morrill, on
April 15, 1920, watched part of the getaway from a window ..in a second-
floor room in the southeast corner of the Hampton House Building, the
windows of which overlooked Pearl Street....
In her testimony at the trial she made a positive face-to-face identifi-
cation of Sacco as the man she had seen leaning out of the car.19
The Pinkerton report on South Braintree, whose existence was
unknown to the Sacco-Vanzetti defense until May 1926, when it was
uncovered, some six years after the South Braintree holdup, presents
a totally different version of what some of the witnesses said, within
a few days following the shooting, from their testimony at the trial.
Its revelations concerning Mary E. Splaine destroy her testimony.
Important as is this Pinkerton report, it appears nowhere in the
record. There are in existence but three or four copies of the 30-page
document, one of these in the writer's files.
The author of the Pinkerton report, Henry Hellyer, whose initials,
"H. H.", appear on the day-by-day reports, testified as a government
witness at the Dedham trial, apparently cooperating with Katzmann,
the prosecutor, in an effort-unfortunately successful-to destroy the
testimony of Jenny Novelli, a defense witness.
As an illustration of Katzmann's tactics, Hellyer testified from so-
called "notes" and did not reveal that there was in the Pinkerton
18. Id. at 88.
19. Id. at 89.
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files a report covering thirty closely-typed pages.
The Pinkerton report for April 19, 1920 contains a long statement
obtained by Hellyer from Mary E. Splaine. According to the report,
she looked down on the bandit car as it approached across the tracks.
The report goes on: "She told a long story, covering a period of 18
years." In the course of this recital, according to the report, she
gave it as her opinion that a certain fellow employee, whom she
named, and a certain former employee, whom she also named, were
the plotters of the holdup.
On May 11, six days after the arrest of Sacco and Vanzetti, Hellyer
reported as follows:
As opportunities occurred, I made discreet inquiries about Mr.
whom Miss Splaine accuses of being implicated in the murder and rob-
bery. My inquiries show that there is absolutely no grounds for Miss
Splaine's accusations, and that Mr. enjoys Mr. Slater's confidence.
Today I took the matter up with Mr. Frayer. He ridiculed the idea of
Mr. being implicated and further stated that no serious attention
be attached to Mary Splaine's stories, because she is one of the most
irresponsible persons he ever came in contact with.
Sacco's Cap
The following excerpt is from the chapter headed "Sacco's Cap"
which Attorney Montgomery insists was "a clinching item" of evidence
against Sacco:
Fred L. Loring, a shoe worker ... went to the scene of the murder....
[T]he body of Berardelli was lying where he had fallen. Loring picked
up a cap, about eighteen inches from Berardelli, which he carried down
to the shop, kept for about an hour, and then gave to Fraher, his superin-
tendent. Loring on the stand was shown a cap which he identified as the
one he had picked up.20
The prosecution claimed that the cap was identified as Sacco's
because:
(a) One witness (Kelley) had described the cap as in general ap-
pearance and color like one he had seen Sacco wearing.
(b) It was Sacco's habit to hang his cap near his work-bench on
a nail and it appeared there was a tear or hole in the Loring cap
and in a cap found in Sacco's home.
In Judge Thayer's decisions, rejecting motions for a new trial,
he mentioned the holes and the nail as evidence against Sacco claimed
by the Commonwealth.
Attorney Montgomery states:
[I]t was not until 1927, when the case was before the Governor and the
20. Id. at 111.
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Advisory Committee, that ex-Chief Jeremiah F. Gallivan of the Braintree
police came forward with the story that Fraher had handed the cap to
him on Saturday, April 17, 1920, two days after the murder, as one picked
up the previous night; that he (Gallivan) tore the lining, and that he
had carried the cap around in his automobile for one or two weeks before
giving it to the State Police. For reasons to be stated later, I find this
story unconvincing and am of the opinion that the Loring cap was never
in the possession of Chief Gallivan.21
However, the cap found by Gallivan cannot be brushed aside. It
so happens that the writer has personal knowledge of the episode of
ex-Chief Gallivan and the so-called Sacco cap. Early in July 1927 the
writer visited Gallivan, then in retirement, at his home-in Braintree,
and learned from him the true story of the cap.
On Saturday morning, two days after the South Braintree holdup,
Gallivan received a phone call from Supt. Fraher, stating that he
had in his possession a cap found by Loring "last night" near the
scene of the shooting. Gallivan told the writer that in an attempt to
identify the cap he took his jacknife and made holes, or slits, in the
lining; that he then threw the cap in the back of his car, where it
lay for two weeks, when John Scott, a Massachusetts District Police
officer, called for it. This evidence, which had never before been
revealed, explained the holes, or tears, in the lining, and made the
cap worthless as evidence.
Attorney Thompson for the defense was alerted and presently
Gallivan was summoned to the State House, appearing on July 18,
1927, before Governor Fuller and later the same day before the
Advisory Committee.
Under cross-examination by Attorney Ranney for the Common-
wealth, Gallivan ridiculed the idea that the cap had been left by one
of the bandits. Challenging everyone in the room, Gallivan said:
Can any of you gentlemen make me believe that the hat lay there for
thirty hours, with the State police, the local police, and two or three
thousand people there? I believe today that hat belonged in South
Braintree. Do you mean to tell me that that hat lay on the ground for
thirty hours, with the State police there looking for shells, prints and
anything else they could find?
The importance of Gallivan's testimony, which destroyed the cap
as evidence, was stressed in the Defendants' Brief, filed by Thompson
and Ehrmann with the Advisory Committee several days after the
close of the committee's sessions.




The foregoing analysis of several features of the case, upon which
Attorney Montgomery dwelt at length, serves to illustrate the shoddy
structure of the Commonwealth's case against Sacco and Vanzetti.
At no point do the claims set forth by this apologist for the prosecu-
tion stand up under analysis and presentation of all the relevant facts
and circumstances. The explanation is simple. The case against Sacco
and Vanzetti was lacking a foundation to start with. It all goes back
to the mistaken theory of Chief Stewart-a theory that developed into
a deep and abiding conviction. Once the elements that went to make
up this theory are dragged out from obscurity into the sunlight of
examination, it dawns on the student of the case that herein lies the
explanation for the breakdown of the Commonwealth's case at every
turn.
Here and there in the book under review, Montgomery indulges
in sniping at The Legacy of Sacco and Vanzetti 2  the work of G.
Louis Joughin and Edmund M. Morgan, published in 1948.
. It may safely be said that the greatest single contribution yet made
toward the education of the public concerning the Sacco-Vanzetti
case was the massive work of Joughin and Morgan. The project,
conceived some 25 years ago by Joughin, when a teacher at the Uni-
versity of Texas, won the cooperation of Professor Morgan, then on
the faculty of Harvard Law School, and now professor at the law
school of Vanderbilt University.
Known only to scholars and specialists in the years immediately
following its publication, the book gradually reached a wider audience
and in time came to be recognized as the definitive work on the
Sacco-Vanzetti case. It is likely to remain so. This book has educated
a generation of college teachers and students, law professors, writers,
and social historians. No work on the Sacco-Vanzetti case has been
so widely quoted.
To this book may be attributed the hearing before the Judiciary
Committee of the Massachusetts Legislature on April 2, 1959, on the
bill of Rep. Cella for a posthumous pardon for Sacco and Vanzetti.
This hearing received country-wide publicity and in turn led to the
television drama by N B C on June 3 and 10, 1960. There is even now
a movie of the case in production in Italy. The tremendous upsurge
ofA interest, not only in America, but throughout the world, can be
traced directly to the influence of this great work. The Legacy of
Sacco and Vanzetti will stand for the long future- as the great source-
book on the case and as a monument to Sacco and Vanzetti.
22. See, e.g., id. at 32-33, 179 n.1, 231, 235-36.
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